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Introduction
Reading is the most important and essential
in the field of literature as all of literature depends
upon it the basic, foundation for its value. In fact it
gives to the child an understanding of the meaning of
all subject matter. It helps the child develop an ap
preciation of all other literature. Without a knowledge
of reading the child would be void of a full meaning
of what subject matter means. Therefore,the teaching of
reading in the primary grade is of great importance to
the child who is just learning to read, and. who should
be taught by well prepared teachers, in order that the
child may get a thorough knowledge of the fundamentals
of reading, that is, the child should be taught how to
read so that he can be heard

intelligently.

Purpose
Having taught eight consecutive years in
Booker T. Wasington Public School of Bonham, Texas a
position to which I was elected in the auixEmn of 1929,
I feel that I can pass over some helpful methods and
ideas on a subject with which I have spent considerable
time and considerable study. It has been a real pleas
ure to note the -unfolding of the young minds entrusted
to my care and instruction throughout the long period
of years that I have had the pleasure of working as
primary teacher of the school previously mentioned.
It will be an additional pleasure to pass to
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others any worth while help that this thesis may present.
In the Booker T. Washington School at Bonham, Texas reading is the base of a unit activity
pivoting around one particular phase of subject matter
as a unified whole, example: Suppose the lesson concern
ing "ponies" is the basic unit for reading. This unit
concerning ponies is read throughout all the primer.
This method helps the pupil to become familiar with
one particular object or thing, before changing to another of a different type. This unified method carries
with it the use of dramatization, clay modeling, draw
ing, cutting, and coloring pictures of the various
objects or things being studied. Sand-table projects
are also made useful. This will keep the pupils' minds
engaged at some worth while activity by making use
of his leisure time.
Types of Reading
There are two types of reading, vis-oral reading and
silent reading. Oral reading has an important place in
school in relations to literary appreciation. Any unit
of literature, such as a poem, where in the values are
mainly auditory, cannot be fully appreciated without
being experienced in an auditory fashion.
Silent reeding, unlike oral reeding, emphasizes
thoughtgetting tether than word-calling. "Silent read
ing methods as recently developed provides adequate
mesns of testing the comprehension and of developing
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speed, power and accuracy, and there should "be a wellbalanced use of both types In the primary grade.1"
Oral Reading
When children enter school for the first time,
usually some are shy, some are bold, and some are fear
ful. It Is the teachers' duty to have each child feel
at ease and as comfortable as possible.
On the first day after each child has been pro
perly enrolled the teacher should engage with them
in games either Indoors or out-of-door games, which
ever she may'deem necessary. This will help the children
too become better acquainted with each other, and give
them a better insight of the teachers' attitude toward
them. The first six weeks should be devoted to board
work, and the use of flash-cards or word-cards. With these
the child is able to compare the word being taught.
Occasional use of the basic reader to compare words that
are being taught, and to see how well the pupils are
progressing how to read.
A. Methods
First give the pupils an introduction to the
pictures and names of the different characters to be
taught in the basal reader, by first calling his at^_
•••Stone C. Robert,Silent and Oral Reading
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1936 p.318.

tention to the names of his playmates, and other char
acters with which he is familiar, such as his cat,
dog,kite, and wagon, and plants. Write these names on
the Blackboard; with the use of word cards have the
pupils to compare the names on the cards with those
written an the blackboard or chart. This will enable
the teacher to know how fast the pupils are progressing
in learning new words. After the pupils have become
familiar with the names of the characters to be studied,
the teacher may proceed with the words given in the
basal reader. Example: Bob and Nancy can ride. Teach
the words, "can" and "ride", after much drill has been
i

given on these words, reverse the order of these words
in sentences, and let the pupils recognize them by the
same method previously stated. By this method the child*
progress in reading is plainly demonstrated. At the end
of six or eight weeks, the pupils will have acquired a
sufficient vocabulary to be given the basal reader.
But it must not be forgotten that these words are to
be given in constant drill and repetition for the time
alloted for them. The more words are repeated, visual
ized, and correlated, the more rapidly the pupils come
to a realization of their meaning. Now the pupils are
beginning to read, don't permit them to read mere
words, but to grasp sentences as a whole.
Pointing with the finger should be forbidden.
The eye should be trained to scan the words in the
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sentence, there-by grasping the thought as a whole.
Aim: To create interest and thought getting. Example:
"Bob has a pony.

His name is Dick. Bob can ride Dick.

Get up Dick."
For the first recitation of this lesson,
teach the words "has" and "pony" For the second recitation,
teach the words "his" "name" and "is." For the third

y£

recitation teach the words, "get" and "up.;ti (The teacher
should ask questions about ponies. How thq^- are ridden,
how they are fed, and how their feet sound, are the
v y
types of questions which the teacher may ask. Imitate rid-

,

y

/

ing ponies. One child acts as a pony; another acts as
rider, (dramatization). At this stage of reading, the
pupils are reading for information, thought getting and
pleasure.
B, Devices:
Among the many things needed to help make the
reading program a success are:
The Printer: - With the use of the printer the
teacher can make flash-cards, word-cards, words for sen
tence building, and print whole lessons on the cherts.
The Hectograph: - This device saves many
hours of tiresome labor, for hundreds of copies for busy
work can be hectographed within a few minutes of time.
The peg-board with pegs, cubical blocks,
colored shoe pegs, and colored sticks. All these devices
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will help to arouse the pupils' curiosity and stimulate
interest in learning to read. With these devices in
hand, and a teacher who is possessed with skill and
ingenuity the results will he gratifying.
For the first six weeks the children should
not he permitted to carry the text hooks home hut should
he taught the lessons hy the use of charts or "blackhoards, on which the lessons have heen printed or
written. Especially the first fourteen lessons included
in the "basal reader. These lessons are best taught with
the use of flash-cards and words-cards.
It is economy of interest and effort on the
part of pupils and teacher to delay teaching children
to read until they have reached the six year mental level.
"The first lesson in reading should begin
with the child's actual experiences. They should grow
out of real interest which builds hy day expanding in
range of power as reading develops.
If there is halting or stumbling in reading it
is evident that the child is not reading to undertake
this particular task, and the reason should' he sought
hy the teacher. The particular selection may have no
meaning for him. There may he too many difficulties fop
him to encounter at once, and that he is not reading to
^

—

;

^Salisbury E. I. Activity Curriculum. Harr Wagner
Publishing Company. 192,4 pp. 101; 102; 141; 192;
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take up, mentally, the complex process of reading, or
that he is a non-reader. In any case, to allow the child
to stumble through a selection, or merely pronounce
words is a waste of time. If a child shows by his read
ing that he is getting the thought, but is unable to rec
ognize words promptly this should be supplied him quickly
and quietly to prevent interruption. Later word of diffi
culty may be reviewed and phonetic or context given.
The various types of learning methods of
teaching when considered in connection with the particu
lar course of study that may be prescribed for any school
and in connection with the individual abilities of chil
dren in the group, give rise to problems of planning one's
work of instruction. For primary readers, three types of
planning a=re important.
1. The semester plan.

2. The daily program.

3. The les

son plan for a particular subject, especially in reading.
The matter of work plans for the primary teacher can best
be approached from the point of view of reading. Teaching
the child to read is an important business of the primary
grade;

everything else must be subordinated to this

central objective.

3

3

Stormzand and McKee - The Progressive Primary Teacher Houghton Mifflin Co., 1922, pp. 199; 200; 203; 214.
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The primary teacher considers all three of these phases
of planning that have "been outlined above.
In reading the teacher's semester plans are
largely determined by the basal primer and methods
selected, in making out the daily program . As much
time as may be necessary for the adequate instructing
of all pupils in reading must be allotted first. The
division of a large group into sections, with readjust
ments according to the rate of progress and provision
for suitable seat work for those not working with the
teacher, must be mapped out.
The most important work of the primary teacher,
is teaching the beginner to read. Various types of hand
work, certain phases of physical training; a variety of
activities having general educative or motivating values
are today being given consideration.
But reading is still the paramount subject
for the first year of school.
U-The

unprepared children who constitute a

minority of every first grade class, are the distinctive
problems for the first grade teacher, though not her
chief problem. The most important work of the first grade
teacher is getting the children to associate with the
oral vocabulary the correspondent written and printed
symbols. This first step is usuaLly carried on as a
simple series of paired associations of the visual and
auditory symbols until the child has a ready control
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of from fifty to one-hundred common words. These may
then combined into simple sentences, so as to give a
complete thought through the eye.
The next stage of the first grade teacher's
work consists in helping the child to make an analysis
of written or printed words into letter, syllables, or
phonogram sounds. Select for this work only those words
which are sure to strike a familiar association or to
help the child by object lessons, activities to make
the connecting link between the work and the idea.
Important discoveries for the teaching of reading are
summarized as follows:
1. Recognition of words in reading takes
place a±j the point of the eye fixation, not during the
eye movement.
2. There is a large variation in the eye fix
ation points.
3. A fast reader of mature age make about
four eye stops to the average book line.
4. A slow reader will make about three or
four times as many.
5. The eye movement of the better readers
from point to point and from line to line are more
rhythmical than those of others.
6. There are more pauses to the

line, and the

pauses are longer, in oral reading than in silent reading.
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7. Poor reading often makes regressive eye
movements.
8. In oral reading considerations have to be
given to the eye -voice span. This is the distance, at
any instant, between the eye fixation and the point of
oral articulation.
9. In the first grade, often the child has
learned to read, he can articulate five or six times
as fast as he can recognize the words.
10. The selection of the words that are to be
taught as the fundamental list at the beginning of the
work.
11. The selection of the primers and readers
that are to be used as a basis for reading work, after
the initial sight vocabulary has been learned.
Silent Reading
In silent reading, the reader not only
visualizes the printed words but says them to himself.
"This combination of motor and auditory
elements, makes up their 'inner speech' of silent
reading, and that efficienpyin silent reading depends
upon both speed and comprehension. While means have been
taken to safeguard the comprehension, the chief stress
has been placed upon methods of increasing the repidity
of silent reading. The ability to read with speed and
yet with an understanding is of fundamental importance.
An efficiency in one's reading will be largely proportion-
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al to the rapidity with which he can gather the thoughts
from the printed page."4
The following list of factors taken from
Mr. O'Brien is of importance in increasing the rate of
speed in silent reading.
Practice in rapid silent reading.
Decrease in vocalization in through investi
gations have shown the superior of silent reading and
its greater efficiency as a base instrument for gather
ing of thought ana ideas from the printed symbols, yet
one finds that the school not only teach reading as an.
oral exercise, but stress that to the almost complete
exclusion and disregards for silent reading. There is no
place in the curriculum in the over whelming majority of
our schools for silent reading .
"Occassions requiring oral exhibition from
either the adult or pupil are notoriously few in life.
Practically all the reading of the average person is
done silently. He reads the newspaper, the magazine, the
scientific journal, the novel, not for purpose of oral
display,but for the purpose of gathering thoughts and ideas
contained there in."5 Consequently the training in oral
reading which lasts throughout all the grades of the
4 ** 5

Brien J. A. Teaching Silent Reading, MacMillian Co
1926 pp. 20; 32; 37; 43.
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elementary schools seldom, if ever, function in actual
life. But for the silent type of reading which a person
is obliged to use almost daily during his school has
made no attempt to train. In spite of the fact that
the school is supposed to train for the subsequent activi
ties approximate as closely as possible, the reel oonditiun
of life.
A. Methods.
A teacher should select the kind of material
that will appeal to the child's imagination and fancy.
There are-primers which contain interesting silent
reading material, as for example:

The following sections:

Play you are blowing a feather.
Play you are milking a cow.
Fly like a bird.
Play you are tossing a ball.
Then use the name of cards on which are printed words
and action sentences. Show the cards to the class,
and tell then the word to be taught. Let the pupils
visualize the word. Then conceal the card. Write sentence
or word on the blackboard, and let the pupils compare
the word to be taught, with the word that has been
written on the black board. Then let the pupils act
the meaning of the word silently. This will arouse the
pupils' imagination and increase their interest for silent
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reading.
B. Devices
For busy work In silent reading give each
child mimeographed copies of short primary stories,
that he may fill in the spaces left blank. Give then
pictures to read and color with crayolas. Have pictures
hanging on the school walls, so arranged that they can
read them silently. Give them pictures to read and color
according to the printed words on the cards.
Example: - "Color Bob's pony brown. Color the bird red.
Color the top blue. Make the tree green.W ith these
devices the pupils are learning to read silently, and
learning to read silently, and building up a word
vocabulary, and learning color combination. The follow
ing explanation is taken that pupils are taught recognize
their own name when printed, and to respond promptly
when cards bearing their names are shown by the teacher.Vs
In this and succeeding lessons, begin by printing on the
blackboard the command "Come to the class,"do it by print
ing on the blackboard, "Go to your seats," etc, varying
the command according to the progress of the pupils in
action words, which are taken up later. "The pupils are
before you seated "in class". Have ready a package of
cards each containing the first name of the pupil, and
Watkins, Emma; How to Teach Silent Reading, J. B. Lippincott Co. 1921 24; 25; 26.

6
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covering the whole class. The card in a pack are in
your hand. Take one card off the pack. Suppose it
contains the name Charles, the teacher says, Charles
this is your name; You may hold it giving him the card
"Mary, this is your name, take it." The teacher proceeds
thus until all cards are given out, She then shows a
card containing her own name,and says "this is my
name, Miss

."7

Each pupil having his card, the teacher says.
"Give me your cards as I call your name." She proceeds
to call each name, glancing at the cards to get the
names, and they hand them to her. She then gives out
the cards in the same manner as before, and calls them
in again. Repeat as many times as necessary. Now hold the
pack of cards before the pupils. Say, "When your name
is shown, stand." Take a card from the pack and show
it to the class. The child whose name is shown rises.
He remains standing while you proceed to the other cards,
one by one. The entire class then is standing, you re
taining the cards. Then orally ask them to be seated as
their names are shown.

You take out any card from the

pack and "flash" it, replacing it on the top. As each c
child's carcj. appears, he seats himself.
7 Watkins, Emma ; How to Teach Reading. J. B. Lippincott Co. 1921 pp. 54;,35, 36.
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Repeat this exercise several times, until
you feel certain that each pupil recognizes his own name.
Do not make the lessons too long. Accustom yourself
strictly to stop while the interest is at its height.
With little children, lessons short and frequent are much
more effective than long continued ones.
Phonics
" The primary teacher's work in phonics will he
determined in a large part hy the particular series of
readers used in her school, and hy the teachers'
manual accompanying the series. " The phonic work should
he postponed until the children have acquired a slight
vocabulary of at least fifty words. The work should be
based on an analysis of such words as have been all
ready identified as whole word unites, the gradually
proceed both by building up lists of other familiar words
belonging to the simpler and more common phonogram
"families," and by the phonic analysis of simple new words
as they occur in the reading work.
8"Any

standard of teaching phonics may be fol

lowed in connection with the reading lessons."
The sole aim for teaching phonic is for recognition of
words as a whole. Points to be emphasizes in teaching
8 Stormzand and McKee- The Progressive Primary Teacher
Houghton Mifflin Company - 1922 pp.214, 215, 216.
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phonics ere: silent reading."
1. A regular time on the dally program for
phonics.
2. Drill upon word-card and phonetic cards
should be kept entirely separate.
3

3. While "working

out" words phonetically,

the child should be trained to think the sound and
pronounce the word as a whole, without lip movements,
4. Use the same method in presenting phonics
as in presenting new words in the silent reading method#
vis:(a). Have the child undivided attention,
(b) ..Present the symbol that is a picture
of the sound at the same time that the
sound is given.
(c). Perform actions when symbol is
shown, to fix the sound in mind.
(d). Play games to stimulate the interest
of the children.
(e). Do individual work entirely.
(f). Insist upon the proper position of
the organs of speech.
(g). Work for speed but not at the expense
of accuracy.
(h). Put as much spirit into the Phonetic
lesson as in the reading lesson.
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Remember that a child either knows a thing or
does not know it. There must not be guess work.
Teach each unit as though it were the last time it wpuld
ever be taught or presented to the child.
Phonograms:- The phonograms is an artificial
device of dividing words which sometimes coincide with
letters or syllable unit, though more commonly we think
of the phonogram as different from either. In a broad way
a phonogram group of letters constituting a commonly
used sound unit. Different phonic systems have arbitrary
made different lists of sound unit. Sometimes following
general principles In grouping of letters so as to have
either consonants or vowels at the beginning of the
phonograms.*Illustrated: The phonetic analysis that a
child might say of a long new word such as caterpillar.
One child might identify the word by dividing it into
such single letters and phonogram units as , ca-ter-pill-er.
Another might analyze it as follows: C-afc-er-p-ill-ar.
Others might make still different artificial sound units;
each analyzing the word by such letter groups as has been
taught In his system.
The most important phonograms is one of the
valuable contributions made in recent studies of phonic
systems has been the scientific importance of different
phonograms used in either of the' general types of phonic
work. One of these studies gives us fifty most common
vowel consonant phonograms found in the word of twenty
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commonly used primers end first readers. The fifty pho
nograms, in order of their importance are final e, es,
(sending) ing(ending) er (ending) ea (eat), an, un,
(our), en, ay, oo,(good), an oo, (moon) ar, ing,(ring)
ow, Cow, ow, (show), ill, at and atch, it, in, y,(cijy),
at, ae, en, (ending) ee, ea, (bread) all, ick, or, eep,
ook, ear, ell, op, ir, ight, old, ot, oa, ap, and, ck,
ail, ed, ed, on,(aprom), ain, or, (parlor).
The initial combination of two consonants were
also ranked in order of frequency, as follows: st, th,
sh, br, dr, wh, pr, fe, sp, ch, be, aw, tr, cr, cl, si,
sn, tw.
The practical value of this study is shown
by the appreciation of the results to the reading word
in the first grade. The report states: Our basic firstgrade phonics list is the following: all short vowels
before final e ; the following phonograms and letters
groups; ee, ay, oo, (good), oo, (soon), ar, ow, (cow),
ow, Show, ill, st, th, sh, gr; optional, at, in, y,(Cry)
ai.
Another study gives us the relative importance
of the initial consonants, vowels, and phonograms of the
consonants-vowel type, as determined by their relative
frequency of occurance in the first twenty-five words of
fhorndike's teacher's word list. The initial consonants
in order of their importance, s, t, e, p, f, b, r, m, 1,
w, g, n, h, v, th, st, pr, ch.
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The final consonants rank as follows: r, n, 1, e, t,
d, n, v, p, nt, re, ce, se, th, nd, st, ve, ng, te, ok,
o, ch, f.
The relative frequency of the various
consonants-vowel phonograms In the Thorndike list was
as follows: co, st, pr, de, th, se, mo, fo, di, ch,
fa, in, ah, ca, ha, la, gr, sp, su, wi, bo, to, ta,
ho, mo, sa, ba.
9"The

pupils In the Booker T, Washington School

begin the work of constructing things very early."
Making Jack '0 Lanterns:- During the month of October
the pupils with the aid of the teacher make Jack '0
Lanterns, and draw bets, owls, black cats, witches and
pumpkins. These are used for rccon end window decoration.
Making things with clay:- Because of its
plasticity and its opportunity for self-expression,
clay is decidedly one of the best mediums for little
children. The children like It very much and when left
to self'-direction, choose it almost every day. In
the early days of fall, the children were delighted
to make fruit and vegetables, and work out such projects
as bowl for the three bears, candle

sticks, marbles,

beads, sets of dishes, animals, such as, rabbits squirrels,
Salisbury, An Activity curriculum for Kindergarten and
Primary Grades. Harr Wagner Publishing Co. 1924 141.
9
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pigs and many other things.
Making Baskets:Easter baskets and May

Christmas candy baskets,

baskets.

Weaving problems:- Children weave mats for the
doll house.
Making Doll

furniture:- For this the children

use corn stalks and heavy cardboard, and construct; beds,
chairs; and tables.
Cutting and dressing dolls: Doll dresses and
their accessories are cut from newspapers; the dolls are
dressed and carried home.
Constructing things for the home:-

Useful wall

pockets, table mats, mounted pictures of birds, landscape
pictures, pictures of famous men and women are carried
home to decorate the walls of their homes.
Book making:- These books are made by the children
they first collect all words with which they are familiar,
from papers and Magazines.

These are pasted in their

word books.
Book of Rhymes:- All the rhymes, in their readers,
which have been memorized are written in rhyme books.
Singing Songs:- Let the children stand at their
desks. The teacher say the words of the song to them, that
is, the first verse of the song. The teacher then sings the
song, to them several times with a soft tone of voice. At
a given chord, or count,(if the song is to be sung by note),

as shown by habits in keeping books clean - no finger marks
using book marks."
Glances at words with slight

moving of lips.

Enjoy hearing stories read as shown by careful attention;
requests for further reading. Repeats selections of liter
ature for enjoyment:
Nursery Rhymes
Short Poems
Stories.
Enjoy reading by sharing a story read.
Definitely selecting a story to be read to some one.
Enunciate and pronounce words distinctly. Looking at
picture books. Enjoy reading as shown by, time spent in
reading;

desire to improve in reading as seen. Tendency

to analyze words. Definite attempt to build a vocabulary.
Practice to improve reading. Acquire rhythmatical eyemovement. Visualizes words readily. Reading of phrases and
sentences. Rhythmic Oral reading. Gain proper rate in read
ing.
Not too slow
Not too fast
Adequate
Conclusion
Reading is one of the major subjects for study.
Literature depends upon reading as its base principle.
It reveals to the mind of the child an understanding of
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they join in singing. In a few days the pupils will he
able to carry the tune fairly well. Continue singing
the song until the children have made complete mastery of
it.
Construction:- Its importance.

" Construction

work teachs the pupils how to manipulate with the hands,
and to invent other projects." These projects are usually
based upon some phase of the reading lesson or some holiday
occassion. Activities which are predominantly constructive
are those whose aim is to make something worth while.
Constructive activities involve the discovery and use of
extra organic tools, and are therefore more complicated,
longer in duration

and require an increasing use of the

mental over the physical . Constructive activities include
thinking out and drawing plans, gathering suitable material
and shaping material plans.
10

"A daily program for a group of children

should be made up of several activities suitable for
different outcomes. It should be borne in mind that an
activity may carry over for several days."
Outcomes:- Habits:- "Sit in a comfortable position,
back straight; Head erect; arms and legs at ease in a respect
ful position. Hold book so as to minimize eye-strain.
Light falls on book from over left shoulder. Book held at
a comfortable distance from the eye. Use the book carefully
Salisbury, E. I. An Activity Curriculum
1924. pp. 35, 36, 101, 102, 103.
10

- Wagner Co.
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of all other subject matter.
While much of this thesis has been written from
personal experience in the school room from day to day
in contact with the primary children, perhaps this
information and that taken from noted authors, will
prove beneficial to the teachers who sre hust beginning
to teach primary reading.
This thesis will in a concise way give methods
of starting beginners to read and the things that are of
first important to aid one in this great task.
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